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Description Stock #391983 - Wow! 2021 Cameo 3701RL by Crossroads, 4 Slides, 2 Fireplaces,
Washer/Dryer, King Bed, Full Size Shower, Two Power Awnings, Warranty and
Much More!!!!Take a look at this Cameo 3701RL by Crossroads! This beautiful RV
is well-designed and loaded with fantastic features!The Cameo 3701RL expands
to create a spacious interior with four electric slides. One step inside, and you will
be impressed, from the residential-style furniture to the deco lighting fixtures and
the high-quality materials used throughout. The living area features two heated
massage theater-styled recliners, a sofa sleeper, a large LED TV, a stereo with a
sound bar, and Bluetooth. You can stay connected and entertained with state-of-
the-art amenities, including a high-definition entertainment system, integrated
smart home technology, ample USB charging ports, and a beautiful electric
fireplace that will provide a cozy ambiance for every night of your travels.The
island kitchen has a large stainless steel sink with a spray faucet, solid surface
countertops, a 3-burner cooktop, oven, microwave, pull-out pantry, a residential
refrigerator/freezer, and a built-in wine cooler. The dining table is expandable and
includes four chairs. The living area also includes a ceiling fan, deco lighting, and
a utility closet with a washer and dryer, so no more trips to the campground
laundromat. The bedroom features a king-size bed, which includes under bed
storage. There is plenty of closet and drawer space, plus additional storage under
the window seat. You are sure to appreciate the large LCD TV and a second
electric fireplace. This Cameo will maneuver with ease thanks to the advanced
engineering and towing features. With options like automatic leveling systems
and advanced suspension, hitting the road has never been more convenient.
Travel with peace of mind knowing the Cameo 3701RL is equipped with top-of-
the-line safety features, including integrated braking systems and tire pressure
monitoring.Take advantage of outdoor living with two power awnings with LED
lighting, exterior stereo speakers, an outside shower, city water hookups, and a
black tank flush. The Cameo includes two A/c units and a weather package; it is
prepped to receive a generator and also prepped for solar. The Cameo has two
house batteries, two 30-gallon propane tanks, an inverter, and a large pass-thru
storage, so you can bring all your gear! Don't miss your chance to make this
awesome 2021 Cameo 3701RL yours.All specs and features should be verified
during the Buyer's Due Diligence Process.We are looking for people all over the
country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product
and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot]
com to learn more.This listing has now been on the market a couple months.
Please submit any and all offers today!Reason for selling is no longer using..You
have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this
RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands
of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started
selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 391983
VIN Number: rvusa-391983
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 37

Item address 34667, Hudson, Florida, United States
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